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BRAND NEW from publisher . Never opened, Never owned, Never
marked . Gift Giving quality . 278 pages . illustrated with B&W
photos . Boyce Richardson's career has spanned more than 5
decades and as many continents . His travels have taken him
from New Zealand to India, from Cyprus to James Bay, from
rural China to the back roads of Provence . He was the first
filmmaker to chronicle the struggles of the James Bay Cree
when Quebec's hydro megaprojects began to threaten their
lands . These a ccomplishments have earned Boyce Richardson
the Order of Canada . An iconoclastic thinker, he has frequently
found himself going against the grain . Undaunted, he has never
stopped working to challenge injustice in an imperfect world .
His acc ount of his years as a reporter, author, and filmmaker is
refreshing in its candour, beguiling in its humour, and startling
in its cast of characters . Memoirs of a Media Maverick never
ceases to intrigue and delight . Professor Bruce Trigger, McGill
University A compelling autobiography -- deeply humanistic
ideas and convictions...
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R eviews
This book is great. It is writter in simple words and not di icult to understand. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i
suggested this ebook to find out.
-- Pr of. Webster B a r r ows
This ebook is fantastic. We have read and i also am confident that i am going to going to read through again yet again
in the future. I am easily can get a pleasure of reading a published ebook.
-- Heloise Da r e
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